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APP.V717I and Tau.P301L transgenic mice develop Alzheimer's disease pathology comprising important
aspects of human disease including increased levels of amyloid peptides, cognitive and motor impairment,
amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. The combined model, APP.V717I×Tau.P301L bigenic mice (biAT
mice) exhibit aggravated amyloid and tau pathology with severe cognitive and behavioral defects. In the
present study, we investigated early changes in synaptic function in the CA1 and CA3 regions of acute
hippocampal slices of young APP.V717I, Tau.P301L and biAT transgenic animals. We have used planar multi-
electrode arrays (MEA) and improved methods for simultaneous multi-site recordings from two hippocampal
sub-regions. In the CA1 region, long-term potentiation (LTP) was severely impaired in all transgenic animals
when compared with age-matched wild-type controls, while basal synaptic transmission and paired-pulse
facilitation were minimally affected. In the CA3 region, LTP was normal in Tau.P301L and APP.V717I but
clearly impaired in biAT mice. Surprisingly, frequency facilitation in CA3 was significantly enhanced in Tau.
P301L mice, while not affected in APP.V717I mice and depressed in biAT mice. The findings demonstrate
important synaptic changes that differ considerably in the hippocampal sub-regions already at young age,
well before the typical amyloid or tau pathology is evident.
e (F. Van Leuven),
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Introduction

Transgenic mouse models overexpressing human mutant amyloid
precursor protein (APP) or microtubule associated protein tau show
various pathological hallmarks of Alzheimer's disease (AD) (Denk and
Wade-Martins, 2009; Goetz and Ittner, 2008; Jaworski et al., 2010).
Bigenic or triple transgenic mice have also been developed to study
the complexity of AD by the combined amyloid and tau pathology
(Lewis et al., 2001; Oddo et al., 2003). Here, we investigated early
synaptic changes of young adult (4–6 months) tau and APP transgenic
mice, separately and combined in a bigenic model that recapitulates
amyloid and tau pathology synergistically (Terwel et al., 2008). APP.
V717I transgenic mice progressively develop increased levels of APP
intermediates and soluble amyloid peptides (Aβ) by 3 months of age,
causing early cognitive impairment before clear deposition of
extracellular plaques after 12 months (Moechars et al., 1999).
Similarly, age-dependent tau hyperphosphorylation is developed in
Tau.P301L transgenic mice by 3 months of age, leading to neurofi-
brillary tangles (NFT) and motor deficits at older age (Boekhoorn et
al., 2006; Dutschmann et al., 2010; Terwel et al., 2005). APP.
V717I×Tau.P301L bigenic (biAT) mice develop combined amyloid
plaques and NFT from 10 months, however amyloid accumulation is
already observed at young age (3 months) (Terwel et al., 2008).

Tau and APP transgenic models show altered synaptic transmis-
sion and plasticity in the hippocampus (Fitzjohn et al., 2001;
Rosenmann et al., 2008). Synaptic alterations have been observed at
young age, well before amyloid deposits or tau aggregates are evident.
Different APP transgenic strains exhibit LTP deficits at 2–6 months of
age either associated or not with changes in pre- and basal synaptic
transmission in the CA1 region (Giacchino et al., 2000; Hsia et al.,
1999; Larson et al., 1999; Moechars et al., 1999; Saganich et al., 2006).
Synaptic dysfunctions in young tau transgenic models have not been
studied extensively. A double tau mutant model did not show deficit
in basal synaptic transmission in CA1 at 6 months of age (Schindowski
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Fig. 1. Recording synaptic transmission by multi-electrode array. Hippocampal slice
placed over an 8×8 MEA. In CA1 (upper part — cell bodies indicated by white dashed
line), stimulating electrode (upper blue triangle) was located under Schaffer collaterals,
and evoked fEPSPs were monitored at proximal stratum radiatum and stratum
pyramidale (upper white stars). Another stimulating electrode (green circle) was used
as a second independent input in the CA1 region. In CA3 (lower part — cell bodies
indicated by white dashed line) fEPSPs were recorded at the stratum radiatum (lower
white star) by stimulating at the stratum lucidum (lower blue triangle). The white
circle indicates the reference electrode. The white solid line indicates where the cut was
made to prevent signals propagating from CA3 to CA1 regions. Waveforms of fEPSPs
recorded by the different electrodes are superimposed.
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et al., 2006) while LTP enhancement in the dentate gyrus was
observed in 2-month-old single tau mutant mice (Boekhoorn et al.,
2006). These early synaptic effects of amyloid or tau are thought to
cause subtle cognitive changes and result in early mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) before evident pathology is observed (Allegri et al.,
2008).

On the other hand, studies of synaptic transmission and plasticity
have been mainly limited to the CA1 region or the dentate gyrus (DG)
of the hippocampus. Synaptic mechanisms, however, vary regionally
in the hippocampus, and the mossy fiber-CA3 synapse displays some
unusual and different forms of synaptic plasticity (Nicoll and Schmitz,
2005; Yeckel et al., 1999). Multi-electrode (or microelectrode) arrays
(MEAs) offer an efficient in vitro test-platform allowing cell
stimulation and extracellular recording at multi-sites simultaneously
(Arnold et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2010; Li et al., 2007; Oka et al., 1999).
We exploited the advantages of MEAs to develop a simple method to
examine early synaptic effects of amyloid peptides and protein tau in
young AD transgenic mouse models APP.V717I, Tau.P301L and APP.
V717I×Tau.P301L bigenic mice. Synaptic transmission and plasticity
was monitored simultaneously in the CA1 and CA3 regions of acutely
prepared hippocampal slices, in order to compare age-matched APP.
V717I, Tau.P301L and biAT transgenic mice to wild-type mice at
young age, before onset of the typical AD-related pathology of
amyloid plaques and NFT.

Material and methods

Transgenic mice

Synaptic transmission was analyzed in three transgenic mouse
models, APP.V717I, Tau.P301L and APP.V717I×Tau.P301L bigenic
(biAT) mice while wild-type (WT) mice were used as controls.
Generation and phenotypic characterization of the transgenic mice
was described previously (Moechars et al., 1999; Terwel et al., 2005,
2008). All mice analyzed were males of 4–6 months old, generated
and maintained in the same FVB/N genetic background. Use of
animals and procedures were approved by the Ethical Committee for
Animal Welfare (ECD, Ethische Commissie Dierenwelzijn) of KULeu-
ven and IMEC.

Acute hippocampal slice preparations

Mice were anesthetized with CO2 and decapitated, and whole
brains were quickly removed and placed in a vibratome chamber
(Leica Microsystems, Germany), filled with ice-cold artificial cerebro-
spinal fluid (ACSF) solution containing (in mM) 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2
CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 1.25 KH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, and 25 glucose, saturated
with 95% O2/5% CO2 (pH 7.2–7.3 and 325 mOsm/kg). Hippocampi
were horizontally cut at 250 μm trimmed of cortical tissue, cut
between CA3 and CA1 by a surgical blade under a dissection
microscope and allowed to recover in oxygenated ACSF solution at
room temperature for at least 2 h. Hippocampal slices were
transferred to a 200/30 MEA and continuously perfused with
oxygenated ACSF (3 ml/min) at 31 °C.

Preparation of beta-amyloid oligomers

Aβ oligomers were prepared as described in Kuperstein et al.
(2010). In brief, Aβ peptidewas dissolved at a concentration of 1 mg/ml
in hexafluoroisopropyl alcohol (HFIP, Aldrich, USA), and Aβ42 and
Aβ40 were then mixed in molar ratio 3:7. HFIP was evaporated using a
gentle stream of nitrogen gas and the peptide film was resolved using
DMSO at a final concentration of 1 mg/ml. The peptide was separated
from DMSO using a 5 ml HiTrapTM desalting column (GE Healthcare,
Sweden) and eluted into 50 mM Tris and 1 mM EDTA buffer (pH 7.5).
The peptide concentration was measured using the Bio-Rad Protein
assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories GmbH, Germany). For slice treatment, Aβ
was diluted in ACSF solution to a final concentration of 1 μM.

MEA recordings

Extracellular stimulation and recording were performed by Multi-
Electrode Arrays (MEA 60 system, Multi Channel Systems, Germany).
The system consists of a MEA 1060-BC pre-amplifier, a filter amplifier
and four channel stimulus generator (STG 2004). MEAs for hippo-
campal slices have 8×8 (60) planar titanium nitride (TiN) electrodes
with 30 μm diameter and 200 μm spacing. Slice position and contact
with electrodes were ensured by slice grids (ALA Scientific In-
struments, USA). Electrical stimulation and recording was performed
simultaneously in the isolated region of CA1 and CA3 separated by
transverse cut. In the CA1 region, stimulation electrodes were located
under Schaffer collaterals, and evoked field excitatory postsynaptic
potentials (fEPSPs) were monitored at proximal stratum radiatum
and stratum pyramidale. CA3 fEPSPs were recorded at CA3 stratum
radiatum by stimulating stratum lucidum. One electrode of the array
was used as a reference electrode (for details see Fig. 1). Mossy fiber
responses of CA3 were verified by frequency facilitation (FF) protocol
(Nicoll and Schmitz, 2005) before recordings. Different electrodes
under stratum lucidum were tested with increasing frequencies (0.05
to 2 Hz) until CA3 pyramidal cells show robust facilitation. Only
electrodes showing FF were chosen for LTP stimulation and recording.

For LTP experiments, first input/output (I/O) curves were obtained
in CA1 and CA3 and the stimulus intensity was adjusted to produce
40% fEPSP of its maximal response. Test stimuli were delivered every
60 s with biphasic voltage pulses for 200 μs. After recording of stable
baseline for 30 min, LTP was induced by 2 trains of high frequency
stimulation (HFS; 100 Hz) with 20 s interval. To ensure input
specificity and viability of slices, a second electrode was selected in
the CA1 subicular region to stimulate a second input independent
from the tetanized input. Paired pulse facilitation (PPF) wasmeasured
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in the CA1 region before LTP induction. Two stimulations with 50 ms
inter-stimulus interval were applied 3 times with 10 s interval to
obtain averaged values.

Confocal imaging of brain slices

After LTP recordings, 250 μm-thick slices were fixated in 4%
paraformaldehyde for 30 min, washedwith phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) and embedded in 4% low gelling temperature agarose (Sigma,
USA) dissolved in PBS (1 h at 4 °C). Embedded tissue was cut into
70 μm-thick sections on a vibratome. The middle sections were
collected and incubated for 1.5 h in a blocking buffer (BB) containing
2% fetal calf serum, 2% bovine serum albumin, 0.2% gelatin, 0.3%
Triton-X 100 and 5% goat serum dissolved in PBS. Sections were then
incubated with primary anti-Aβ antibody 6E10 (1:500 in BB) at 4 °C
overnight, and washed with PBS (3×5 min). Secondary antibody
(goat anti-mouse-Alexa488, 1:500 in BB without goat serum) was
applied for 3 h at room temperature, followed by washing with PBS
(3×5 min). Slices without Aβ treatment were used as controls.

Finally, the sections were mounted on glass slides and coated with
Moviol containing propidium iodide (1:250, Invitrogen, USA). Fluo-
rescent images were obtained by a laser confocal Nikon A1R inverted
microscope (Nikon, Japan) using a 10× plan Apo 0.45 dry objective.

Data acquisition and analysis

All data were collected at 10 kHz sampling frequency and 1100
amplifier gain. Triggered fEPSPs were recorded and processed by
MC_Rack and MC_Data Tool software (Multi Channel Systems,
Germany). All plotted data are shown as mean values±the standard
error of mean (mean±S.E.M.). Data from transgenic and wild-type
mice were compared by two-tailed student's t-test and two-way
ANOVA with Tukey post hoc analysis. Values of Pb0.05 were
considered significant.

Results

Simultaneous recording of fEPSPs in CA3 and CA1

Electrical stimulation and recordings were simultaneously per-
formed in the CA1 and CA3 regions of the same hippocampal slice. To
avoid CA3 signals propagating to the CA1 region, slices were partially
transected on the border between areas CA1 and CA3 (Fig. 1). Cut
slices showed normal spontaneous and evoked responses as observed
in uncut slices. fEPSPs from cut slices also followed typical signal
patterns previously recorded from uncut slices by MEAs (Hofmann
and Bading, 2006; Kopanitsa et al., 2006). In the CA1 region, fEPSPs
were recorded by electrodes locatedmaximum 600 μmaway from the
stimulating electrode which was located underneath the Schaffer
collaterals. As shown in thewaveforms of Fig. 1, CA1 proximal stratum
radiatum displayed a large negative deflection, while a biphasic
response was observed in the stratum pyramidale. In the CA3 region,
stimulation of mossy fibers was performed through an electrode
located in the stratum lucidum. The negative deflection of the
extracellular potential signal recorded in the proximal radiatum was
similar to that recorded in the CA1 area. Electrical stimulation of either
Schaffer collaterals or mossy fibers in the same slice had no effect on
simultaneous fEPSP recordings in the CA1 and CA3 regions.

Basal synaptic transmission

Basal synaptic transmission in each group of mice was assessed by
measuring the amplitude of presynaptic fiber volleys (FV) and the
slope of evoked fEPSP at different stimulus intensities (Fig. 2). I/O
curves for CA3 region (Figs. 2D–F and Table 1) were generally similar
in APP.V717I as well as biAT mice and not significantly different
compared to wild-type mice. Only Tau.P301L mice showed a slight
decrease in FV amplitude (Fig. 2E), however fEPSP slope and I/O
relation were not affected (Figs. 2D and F). These results imply that
there are no major differences in synaptic organization or basal
transmission in CA3 of APP.V717I and biAT mice, on the other hand
minimal effect was observed in Tau.P301L mice.

In the CA1 region, the I/O relation (Fig. 2C and Table 1) was slightly
but significantly increased in biAT and Tau.P301L mice compared to
wild-type and APP.V717I mice. In CA1 of Tau.P301L mice, a significant
increase was apparent in both the fEPSP slope (Fig. 2A) and the FV
amplitude (Fig. 2B) vs stimulus intensity. The effect is, therefore,
pointing to increased FV enhancing transmitter release and EPSP in
CA1 of Tau.P301L mice, and to a lesser extent in biAT mice. In biAT
mice, the increase in the slope of the I/O curve was not apparent in the
FV vs intensity amplitude (Figs. 2A and B). The data suggest a direct
effect of protein tau on the synaptic efficacy of CA1 pyramidal
neurons.

Short-term plasticity

We next investigated frequency-dependent facilitation (FF) and
paired-pulse facilitation (PPF), two forms of short-term plasticity. FF
is a pronounced property of themossy fiber-CA3 synapse compared to
any other type of synapses (Klausnitzer andManahan-Vaughan, 2008;
Nicoll and Schmitz, 2005; Salin et al., 1996). When the stimulus
frequency was increased step-wise from 0.05 to 2 Hz, fEPSPs recorded
in the CA3 region increased in amplitude and reached the maximal
level within 40 s at each frequency (Fig. 3A). The magnitude of FF,
expressed as the relative ratio of the maximal to the baseline
amplitude, depended strongly on the stimulus frequency in the
different genotypes. While there was no difference in FF between APP.
V717I and wild-type mice, FF was dramatically enhanced at
stimulation frequencies above 0.5 Hz in Tau.P301L mice. In biAT
mice, on the other hand, FF was significantly reduced at stimulation
frequencies above 1 Hz (Fig. 3B). Averaged FF values for the 3
transgenic strains and wild-type mice are summarized in Table 2.

PPF (inter-stimulus interval, 50 ms) was measured to analyze
presynaptic function in CA1. We found no significant difference in PPF
level between APP.V717I, Tau.P301L andwild-typemice. The PPF ratio
amounted to 1.48±0.05, 1.29±0.05 and 1.43±0.07 in APP.V717I,
Tau.P301L and wild-type mice, respectively (Fig. 4). In biAT mice, PPF
ratio was 1.27±0.03 and slightly decreased relative to wild-type and
APP.V717I mice. These results indicate that FF in CA3 and to a lesser
extent PPF in CA1 are impaired in biAT mice, whereas Tau.P301L mice
unexpectedly showed a pronouncedly enhanced FF in CA3, but
normal PPF in CA1.

Long-term potentiation (LTP)

High frequency stimulation (HFS) induced LTP inCA1 andCA3 regions
in all mouse strains (Fig. 5). CA1 LTP, quantified at 30 and 60 min
following HFS, was significantly and to a similar extent reduced in all
transgenic strains. At 60 min post-HFS, the magnitude of LTP was
306.3±43.3% in wild-type animals as opposed to 169.7±19.2%,
155.4 ±6.1% and 171.1±15.0% in APP.V717I, biAT and Tau.P301L,
respectively relative to baseline (Figs. 5A and B). CA3 LTP, recorded at
30 and 60 min following HFS, did not significantly differ between wild-
type, APP.V717I and Tau.P301L mice. At 60 min post-HFS, the LTP
magnitude amounted to 221.7±26.4%, 192.8±26.9%, and 247.7±44.4%
in wild-type, APP.V717I and Tau.P301L respectively relative to baseline
(Figs. 5C andD). In contrast, hippocampal slices frombiATmice showed a
significantly lowered LTP at 60 minpost-HFS, i.e. 150.5±10.2% relative to
baseline (Figs. 5C andD). The results indicate thatwhereas biATmice and
the parental amyloid and tau transgenic mouse models suffered severely
impaired LTP in the CA1 region, only the combined amyloid and tau



Fig. 2. Basal synaptic transmission in CA1 (A–C) and CA3 (D–F). Both fEPSP slope (A and D) and fiber volley (FV) amplitude (B and E) increased as a function of stimulus intensity.
Input (FV amplitude) – output (fEPSP slope) relations (C and F) show that basal synaptic transmission is not affected in CA3 (F) but slightly increased in Tau.P301L and biAT mice in
CA1. 2-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc analysis measured differences between all groups and stimuli. (A) Pb0.0001 Tau.P301L vs all other groups; biAT vs APP.V717I and WT.
(B) Pb0.0001 Tau.P301L vs all other groups. (C) Pb0.01 Tau.P301L vs all other groups; biAT vs APP.V717I andWT. (E) Pb0.0001 Tau.P301L vs all other groups. WT n=8 slices/4 mice,
APP.V717I n=6/4, biAT n=8/4 and Tau.P301L n=8/4.
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pathology in the biAT mice, caused a specific LTP impairment in the CA3
subfield of the hippocampus.

Consistent with the findings in APP.V717I mice, pre-treatment of
hippocampal slices from wild-type mice with 1 μM Aβ42/40 (ratio
3:7) for 20 min suppressed LTP in CA1 but had no effect on CA3 LTP
(Supplementary Fig. 1). This finding suggests that acute synaptotoxic
effects of Aβ oligomers are CA1-specific.
Table 1
Linear fit slope values for Figs. 2C and F.

CA1 CA3

WT 4.48E−4±3.28E−5 7.71E−4±6.66E−5
APP.V717I 5.03E−4±7.87E−5 8.27E−4±5.74E−5
biAT 7.17E−4±6.75 E−5 8.38 E−4±1.28E−4
Tau.P301L 6.01 E−4±2.85E−5 9.42E−4±1.26E−4

The values are indicated in V/s ∙μV (mean±S.E.M).
Discussion

In this study we investigated the use of the MEA platform to
simultaneously record synaptic activities in the CA1 and CA3 sub-
regions in acute hippocampal slices from mouse brain. Principal
features of synaptic transmission and plasticity were compared in
three transgenic mouse models that are relevant to AD, relative to
age-matched wild-type mice as controls (results are summarized in
Table 3). Young adult (4–6 months of age) animals were evaluated to
analyze early synaptic dysfunction before the onset or progression of
the typical AD pathology of amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary
tangles. In this time-window, the transgenic mice show already
cognitive defects (Dewachter et al., 2000; Moechars et al., 1999;
Terwel et al., 2005; 2008), making them models for MCI. MCI is
increasingly recognized as the prodrome of Alzheimer's disease
(review Allegri et al., 2008; and references therein) for which good
models and markers are lacking. Moreover, tau transgenic mice have
not been analyzed extensively in this respect. To our knowledge this is
the first study that compares mice with amyloid and tau pathology
separately and combined. In addition, all transgenes are expressed in
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Fig. 3. Frequency facilitation (FF) at CA3 mossy fiber synapses. (A) Normalized fEPSP
amplitude at different stimulus frequencies in wild-type (WT), APP.V717I (APP), biAT
and Tau.P301L (Tau) mice. Averaged fEPSP amplitudes were normalized to that
recorded at the basal frequency of 0.05 Hz. (B) Summarized data for frequency
facilitation of fEPSPs at different stimulation frequencies. Compared to wild-type mice,
frequency facilitation was significantly enhanced in Tau.P301L mice but significantly
decreased in biATmice. *Pb0.05. WT n=10/4, APP.V717I n=7/4, biAT n=8/4 and Tau.
P301L n=8/4.

Fig. 4. Paired pulse facilitation (PPF) in CA1. PPF was measured in CA1 stratum
radiatum. Sample traces show fEPSPs evoked by paired-pulse stimulation at 50 ms
inter-stimulus interval in wild-type (WT), APP.V717I (APP), biAT and Tau.P301L (Tau)
mice (scale bar Y: 0.1 mV, X: 10 ms). The bar graph summarizes averaged PPF ratio
values. APP.V717I and Tau.P301L mice did not differ from wild-type mice. Only biAT
mice exhibited significantly reduced PPF compared to wild-type and APP.V717I mice.
*Pb0.05, **Pb0.01. WT n=11/4, APP.V717I n=10/4, biAT n=11/4 and Tau.P301L
n=12/4.
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identical genetic background, making the data specific for the
respective transgenes and relevant for the inflicted pathologies.

Recordings were primarily made in the CA1 and CA3 sub-regions
because LTP in the CA1 region, like in the dentate gyrus, depends on
activation of NMDA receptors, while potentiation at the mossy fibers
(MF)-CA3 synapse is NMDA receptor-independent (Lynch, 2004;
Nicoll and Schmitz, 2005). In all mouse strains, fEPSPs were
successfully and simultaneously recorded in the CA1 and CA3 regions,
when both regions were functionally separated by transsection as
described in the Material and methods section. Basic features of
fEPSPs and LTP in both regions were similar to those recorded in intact
hippocampal slices by MEAs (Hofmann and Bading, 2006; Kopanitsa
et al., 2006; Steidl et al., 2006) and by conventional extracellular glass
Table 2
Averaged FF responses.

WT APP.V717I biAT Tau.P301L

0.05 Hz 99.8±0.1 99.8±0.2 100.3±0.3 99.9±0.8
0.2 Hz 106.9±0.9 109.6±2.2 102.8±2.1 115.1±3.9
0.5 Hz 121.6±2.9 132.2±3.3 110.3±5.3 154.8±14.4
1 Hz 136.7±3.9 149.5±5.4 116.4±7.8 217.3±31.6
2 Hz 149.8±5.0 158.5±8.9 115.9±11.4 287.7±53.8

The averaged FF responses at each stimulation frequency (0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2 Hz) were
normalized to the value at 0.05 Hz. Values are mean±S.E.M (%). WT n=10/4, APP.
V717I n=7/4, biAT n=8/4 and Tau.P301L n=8/4.
electrodes (Sarvey et al., 1989; Zhang et al., 2009). We conclude that
the experimental data validate the MEA approach suitable and
relevant for simultaneous electrophysiological recordings in mouse
hippocampal sub-regions.

We observed a significant reduction of NMDA-dependent LTP in
the CA1 region in young APP.V717I and Tau.P301L mice. In addition,
CA1 LTP was reduced to a similar degree in age-matched double-
transgenic biAT mice. These data are in line with our previous data in
young APP.V717I mice by conventional single electrode analysis
(Moechars et al., 1999) but extend them to Tau.P301L and to the biAT
model. Impaired CA1 LTP, with presynaptic function (PPF) unaffected
or slightly increased was observed in other APP models (Giacchino et
al., 2000; Larson et al., 1999). In most APP models basal synaptic
transmission was normal (Chapman et al., 1999; Larson et al., 1999;
Liu et al., 2008; Moechars et al., 1999) or slightly reduced (Fitzjohn et
al., 2001). The LTP deficit in CA1 in APP.V717I mice is thought to be
caused by soluble Aβ oligomers that disrupt postsynaptic NMDA
receptor function (Dewachter et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009; Yamin,
2009). On the other hand, LTP in CA3 is presynaptic and NMDA
receptor-independent (Nicoll and Schmitz, 2005), which would
explain why LTP was not affected in CA3 of APP.V717I mice.
Furthermore, the finding that Aβ oligomers diminished CA1 LTP but
had no effect on CA3 LTP in wild-type mice supports the idea that
synaptic dysfunction in CA1 of young APP.V717I mice is related to
increased levels of soluble Aβ peptides in the brain, which lead tomild
memory deficits at this age (Moechars et al., 1999).

Impaired LTP in CA1 was also observed in Tau.P301L mice,
concomitant with increased synaptic excitability. Moreover, PPF
after LTP induction was significantly decreased in CA1 of wild-type
mice, indicating an increase in release probability after LTP induction,
but not affected in Tau.P301L mice (data not shown). These findings
were unexpected, because most previous studies in single or double
mutant tau models did not observe altered synaptic transmission in
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Fig. 5. Long-term potentiation (LTP) in CA1 (A–B) and CA3 (C–D). After 30 min of base line recordings, 2 sets of HFS (100 Hz) were applied to induce LTP in CA1 and CA3. (A and C)
Sample traces above show fEPSPs recorded before (grey) and 30 min after HFS (black, scale bar Y: 0.1 mV, X: 5 ms). Normalized fEPSPs values plotted as a function of time for wild-
type (WT) and transgenic animals. (B and D) Pooled data for wild-type and the different transgenic animals showing LTP levels at 30 min and 60 min after HFS. *Pb0.05. WT n=7/4,
APP.V717I n=14/7, biAT n=8/4 and Tau.P301L n=8/4.
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CA1 at this age (Schindowski et al., 2006, for review see Denk and
Wade-Martins, 2009). We previously reported improved cognitive
performance and enhanced LTP in the dentate gyrus of young (8–
10 weeks) Tau.P301L mice (Boekhoorn et al., 2006). Only few studies
reported pronounced learning and memory deficits in double mutant
(K257T/P301S) and mutant (P301L) human tau mice (Hoover et al.,
2010; Rosenmann et al., 2008). These early synaptic effects of tau are
proposed to be closely related to the presence of abnormally
phosphorylated tau as soluble aggregates, that we have termed Tau-P*
Table 3
Overview of synaptic activity changes in three AD transgenic mice.

CA1 CA3

Basal STP LTP Basal STP LTP

APP.V717I — — ↓↓ — — —

biAT ↑ ↓ ↓↓ — ↓ ↓
Tau.P301L ↑↑ — ↓↓ — ↑↑ —

The levels of synaptic activity in each genotype were compared to those of wild-type
mice. — No change, ↑/↓ moderate increase/decrease, ↑↑/↓↓ large increase/decrease.
(Boekhoorn et al., 2006; Jaworski et al., 2009, 2010; Terwel et al., 2005).
Furthermore, the LTP deficit in CA1 might imply that tau-mediated
pathology affects mainly postsynaptic elements, in line with a dendritic
function of tau e.g. hyperphosphorylated tau mislocalization to
dendrites leading to a decreased number of functional AMPA and
NMDA receptors (Hoover et al., 2010; Ittner et al., 2010; Ittner and
Goetz, 2011). Interestingly, our current findings that LTP in CA1 is
impaired while LTP in CA3 is normal in Tau.P301L mice nicely,
corroborate recent work showing that intracerebral injection of viral
vector to express Tau.P301L in hippocampus, leads to degeneration of
CA1 pyramidal neurons but spares CA3 pyramidal cells (Jaworski et al.,
2009). However, a presynaptic effect of tau cannot be excluded sincewe
observed reduced neurotransmitter release probability in CA1 of Tau.
P301L mice. In addition, previous studies highlighted the role of
presynaptic mechanisms in the expression of LTP at CA1 synapses
(Lauri et al., 2007; Roggenhofer et al., 2010). Therefore further
investigations are needed to explore the role of tau in presynaptic
plasticity.

Meanwhile short-term (FF) and long-term (LTP) synaptic plastic-
ity in CA3 were not depressed in Tau.P301L mice. Both FF and LTP at

image of Fig.�5
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MF-CA3 synapses are thought to rely mainly on presynaptic
mechanisms involving Ca2+ homeostasis at mossy fiber nerve
terminals, tightly controlled by membrane potentials and mitochon-
drial Ca2+ handling (Billups and Forsythe, 2002; Nicoll and Schmitz,
2005). Rocher et al. (2010) recently reported that cortical pyramidal
cells of Tau.P310L mice display depolarized resting membrane
potentials (±8 mV) and associated increase in action potential firing
rates, possibly reflecting ATP depletion and mitochondrial dysfunc-
tion (David et al., 2005). Thus, subtle changes in nerve terminal
potential and/or mitochondrial function, inflicted by axonal protein
tau, might underlie the increase in synaptic facilitation and potenti-
ation in CA3 hippocampal neurons of Tau.P301L mice (Ittner et al.,
2009; Mandelkow et al., 2004). Finally, the increased synaptic activity
in CA3might correlate with previous data showing improvedmemory
performance and exploratory behavior in 2–6 month-old Tau.P301L
mice (Boekhoorn et al., 2006; Pennanen et al., 2006).

The observed reduced LTP in CA1 of young biAT transgenic mice
agrees with findings in a similar model, i.e. the 3xTg model that,
however, expresses also a mutant presenilin-1 (Oddo et al., 2003),
which can disturb observations of the effects of amyloid and protein
tau (Zhang et al., 2009). Our observations extend the impact because
we compare biAT mice to their parental APP.V717I and Tau.P301L
mice, which is not possible with the 3xTg model. The LTP impairment
in CA1 of biAT mice was similar to that in the parental or single
transgenic animals indicating that the LTP deficit in CA1 was (i)
affected similarly by amyloid and by protein tau and (ii) already
reached a maximum level in the parental mice. Importantly, however,
in contrast to the parental mice, biAT mice displayed LTP as well as FF
deficits in the CA3 regions. Previously, we observed that biAT mice
exhibited aggravated tauopathy and amyloid deposition with cogni-
tive and behavioral defects from young age (Terwel et al., 2008).
Mutant tau therefore not only triggers LTP defects itself, but also
exacerbates synaptic deficits caused by amyloid oligomers. The data
help to explain the defects in primary tauopathies, as well as the
essential contribution of protein tau to Aβ peptide toxicity (Ittner and
Goetz, 2011; Roberson et al., 2007, 2011). Therefore our findings
underline the role of protein tau in, and its contribution to MCI and
eventually to its conversion to AD. The molecular and cellular defects
inflicted by protein tau in axons and presynaptic compartments need
to be defined in detail.

In conclusion, our data validated MEAs as rapid and effective tools
for analyzing phenotypically different transgenic mouse models. We
demonstrated that the dual electrophysiological recording method is
adequate and reliable to monitor early and region-specific defects
inflicted by amyloid and tau pathology in AD transgenic mouse
models, separately and combined. Our results reveal that APP.
V717I×Tau.P301L bigenic mice suffer severe deficits in synaptic
plasticity in both the CA3 and CA1 regions whereas single transgenic
animals only display deficits in synaptic plasticity in the CA1 region.

Supplementarymaterials related to this article can be found online
at doi:10.1016/j.nbd.2011.07.006.
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